CS 600.226: Data Structures
Michael Schatz

Sept 18, 2016
Lecture 7: JUnit and Complexity Analysis

Assignment 2: Due Sunday Sept 18 @ 10pm

Remember: javac –Xlint:all & checkstyle *.java
Solutions should be independently written!

Assignment 3: Due Sunday Sept 25 @ 10pm

Remember: javac –Xlint:all & checkstyle *.java
Solutions should be independently written!

Part 1: Recap

Java Iterators

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Iterator.html

Java Iterators

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/Iterator.html

Will become even more important for more complex data
structures to simplify certain operations like printing every
element in sorted order

ListArray Iterator
Array.java
public interface Array<T> extends Iterable<T> {
ListArray.java
import java.util.Iterator;
// An iterator to traverse the array from front to back.
private class ArrayIterator implements Iterator<T> {
// Current position in the linked list.
Node<T> current;
ArrayIterator() {
this.current = ListArray.this.list;
}

ListArray.this.what???

public T next() {
T t = this.current.data;
this.current = this.current.next;
return t;
}
public boolean hasNext() {
return this.current != null;
}
public void remove() {
throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
}
}
public Iterator<T> iterator() {
return new ArrayIterator();
}

Lets the constructor
access “this” list

SimpleArray Iterator
public class SimpleArray<T> implements Array<T> {
// The obvious representation of our abstract Array.
private T[] data;
// An iterator to traverse the array from front to back.
// (So we can use Array with for-each loops just like we
// could basic Java arrays.) Using an inner class (not a
// nested class) allows us to access the outer object's
// "data" member without any stunts.
private class ArrayIterator implements Iterator<T> {
// Current position in the basic Java array.
int current;
@Override
public T next() {
T t = SimpleArray.this.data[this.current];
this.current += 1;
return t;
}

Use an int to track the
current position in the
array

@Override
public boolean hasNext() {
return this.current < SimpleArray.this.data.length;
}
@Override
public void remove() {
throw new UnsupportedOperationException();
}
}
@Override
public Iterator<T> iterator() {
return new ArrayIterator();
}

Part 2: JUnit

Lecture 2: SimpleCounter.java
public class SimpleCounter implements Counter {
public static void main(String[] args) {
Counter c = new SimpleCounter();
assert c.value() == 0;
System.out.println("Counter is now: "
c.up();
assert c.value() == 1;
System.out.println("Counter is now: "
c.down();
assert c.value() == 0;
System.out.println("Counter is now: "
c.down();
c.up();
c.up();
c.up();
System.out.println("Counter is now: "
assert c.value() == 2;
}

+ c.value());

+ c.value());

+ c.value());

+ c.value());

}

Asserts are very useful for testing, but are very limited especially
because first failed assert kills the entire program L

Lecture 2: SimpleCounter.java
public static void main(String[] args) {
MyArray a = new MyArray(5, "Mike");
a.put(3, "Peter");
a.put(2, 1234);
for (int i = 0; i < a.length(); i++)
{
System.out.println("a[" + i + "]: " +
a.get(i) + " " + a.get(i).getClass(
}
try {
System.out.println("a[" + 57 + "]: " + a.get(57));
} catch (IndexException e) {
System.out.println("Caught IndexException (as expected)");
}
}

Printing is useful while developing, but becomes
unscalable in large programs with lots of methods to test

JUnit

Sample Report

JUnit 4 According to Peter J
So why use a testing framework like JUnit 4 instead of writing the tests
like we did so far, using Java’s assert instruction and a main method
with the test code in it?
For one thing, JUnit allows you to modularize your tests better. It’s not
uncommon for large software projects to have just as much testing code as
actual program code, and so the principles you use to make regular code
easier to read (splitting things into methods and classes, etc.) should also
apply to test code.
Also, JUnit allows you to run all your test cases every time, it doesn’t
stop at the first failing test case like assert does. This way you can get
feedback about multiple failed tests all at once.
Finally, lots of companies expect graduates to have some experience
with testing frameworks, so why not pick it up now? Note that testing is
not just for software developers anymore, increasingly people working with
software developers but who are themselves not software developers will be
asked to contribute to testing a certain application being developed by their
company.
So it’s a really useful skill to have on your list.

JUnit 4 According to Peter J
So why use a testing framework like JUnit 4 instead of writing the tests
like we did so far, using Java’s assert instruction and a main method
with the test code in it?
For one thing, JUnit allows you to modularize your tests better. It’s not
uncommon for large software projects to have just as much testing code as
actual program code, and so the principles you use to make regular code
easier to read (splitting things into methods and classes, etc.) should also
apply to test code.

From here on out, when we say
“write test cases”
Also, JUnit allows you to run all your test cases every time, it doesn’t
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not just for software developers anymore, increasingly people working with
software developers but who are themselves not software developers will be
asked to contribute to testing a certain application being developed by their
company.
So it’s a really useful skill to have on your list.

Get it!

On Lubuntu VM available at /usr/share/java

Use it!
For JUnit 4 we import the “Test” annotation from the framework with:
import org.junit.Test;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;

and then write our test methods using that annotation:
@Test
public void testThisAndThat() {
//set up thisAndThat
assertEquals(thisAndThat.method() == expectedResult);
}

Any methods tagged with @Test annotation wil be run by JUnit as a
test case
Use assertEquals and other keywords to check the returned results
match expected results. Make sure to test both positive and negative
results (exceptions correctly thrown, other error conditions detected)
Write code, compile, and then run the special driver program to
generate a report

TestSimpleArray.java
import org.junit.Test;
import org.junit.BeforeClass;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
public class TestSimpleArray {
static Array<String> shortArray;
@BeforeClass
public static void setupArray() throws LengthException {
shortArray = new SimpleArray<String>(10, "Bla");
}
@Test
public void newArrayLengthGood() throws LengthException {
assertEquals(10, shortArray.length());
}
@Test
public void newArrayInitialized() throws LengthException, IndexException {
for (int i = 0; i < shortArray.length(); i++) {
assertEquals("Bla", shortArray.get(i));
}
}
@Test(expected=IndexException.class)
public void IndexDetected() throws IndexException {
shortArray.put(shortArray.length(), "Paul");
}
}

TestSimpleArray.java
import org.junit.Test;
import org.junit.BeforeClass;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
public class TestSimpleArray {
static Array<String> shortArray;

@BeforeClass causes
the method to be run
once before any of the
test methods in the
class

@BeforeClass
public static void setupArray() throws LengthException {
shortArray = new SimpleArray<String>(10, "Bla");
}
@Test
public void newArrayLengthGood() throws LengthException {
assertEquals(10, shortArray.length());
}
@Test
public void newArrayInitialized() throws LengthException, IndexException {
for (int i = 0; i < shortArray.length(); i++) {
assertEquals("Bla", shortArray.get(i));
}
}
@Test(expected=IndexException.class)
public void IndexDetected() throws IndexException {
shortArray.put(shortArray.length(), "Paul");
}
}

Check the results with assertEquals, or listing the expected exception

Running JUnit
// Step 0: Download junit-4.12.jar and hamcrest-core-1.3.jar
// Jar files are bundles of java classes ready to run
// Step 1: Compile your code as usual
$ javac –Xlint:all SimpleArray.java
$ checkstyle -c cs226_checks.xml SimpleArray.java
// Step 2: Compile tests, but not checkstyle for these :)
$ javac -cp .:junit-4.12.jar -Xlint:all TestSimpleArray.java
// Step 3: Run Junit on your TestProgram. Notice that
org.junit.runner.JUnitCore is the main code we run, and
TestSimpleArray is just a parameter to it
$ java -cp .:junit-4.12.jar:hamcrest-core-1.3.jar
org.junit.runner.JUnitCore TestSimpleArray
JUnit version 4.12
...
Time: 0.011
OK (3 tests)
// Hooray, everything is okay!

Hint: save commands to a file!
chmod +x tester.sh
./tester.sh

-cp sets the class path. This tells
Java where to find the relevant
code needed for compiling and
running

TestSimpleArray.java
import org.junit.Test;
import org.junit.BeforeClass;
import static org.junit.Assert.assertEquals;
public class TestSimpleArray {
static Array<String> shortArray;
@BeforeClass
public static void setupArray() throws LengthException {
shortArray = new SimpleArray<String>(10, "Bla");
}
@Test
public void newArrayLengthGood() throws LengthException {
assertEquals(10, shortArray.length());
}
@Test
public void newArrayInitialized() throws LengthException, IndexException {
for (int i = 0; i < shortArray.length(); i++) {
assertEquals("Bla", shortArray.get(i));
}
}
@Test(expected=IndexException.class)
public void IndexDetected() throws IndexException {
shortArray.put(shortArray.length(), "Paul");
}
}

What other tests should we add?

Advanced Testing
Example tests:
assertEquals(expectedValue, actualValue);
assertTrue(booleanExpression); // also assertFalse
assertNotNull(someObject);
// also assertNull

The assertion methods are also overloaded with a version that has a first
parameter string to detail the cause of an error in the case that the assertion fails.
This is strongly recommended to give valuable feedback to the junit user when
running the tests.
assertEquals("detailed message if fails", expectedValue, actualValue);
assertFalse("something going on", booleanExpression);

All of the test annotation types (Test, Before, BeforeClass, etc.) and assertion types
(assertEquals, assertTrue, assertNotNull, etc.) must be imported before they can be
used.

More Advanced Testing
If you prefer to put the jar files in a parent folder (and then actual
project folders in subdirectories), then from the project folders you
would list the classpaths for the jars with "../" prepended to them,
like this:
$ javac -cp ../junit-4.12.jar:. TestArray.java
$ java -cp ../junit-4.12.jar:../hamcrest-core-1.3.jar:.
org.junit.runner.JUnitCore TestArray

Note: if you are doing this via command-line on a windows machine, you
must use a ';' instead of a ':' to separate the paths:
$ javac -cp junit-4.12.jar;. -Xlint:all TestArray.java
$ java -cp junit-4.12.jar;. org.junit.runner.JUnitCore TestArray

If you're using Eclipse, doing JUnit testing is even easier. You can
import a test file into your project, or create a test file. Then
select that file, and choose Run As JUnit Test.

Guidelines
1. Every Method should be tested for
correct outputs
•
•

Try simple and complex examples (different lengths
of arrays, etc)
Private methods can be tested implicitly, but the
entire public interface should be evaluated

2. Every exception and error condition
should also be tested
•

This is how the ADT contract will be enforced

3. Write the test cases first, that way
you will know when you are done

More Help

Part 3: Complexity Analysis

ADT: Arrays
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• Fixed length data structure
• Constant time get() and put() methods
• Definitely needs to be generic J
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Accessing RAM
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Byte [] myarray = new myarray[5000]; // myarray now starts at 0x0004
myarray[5] => offset for myarray + 5 * (sizeof type) => 0x04 + 0x05 * 1 => movl 0x09, %eax

ADT: Linked List
(Singly Linked List)
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• Variable length data structure
• Constant time to head of list
• Linear time seek

null
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Dividing N in half: 3.5 Trillion
•

Step 0:

3,526,224,000,000 possible elements (N/1 = N/20)

•

Step 1:

1,763,112,000,000 possible elements (N/2 = N/21)

•

Step 2:

881,556,000,000 possible elements (N/4 = N/22)

•

…

•

Step X:

1 possible element (N/N = N/2X)

Find X such that:

2X ≥ N
lg(2X) ≥ lg(N)
X ≥ lg(N)
X = 42
83,957,714,285 times faster than brute force!

How much is a zettabase?
Unit

Size

~2x

Base

1

20
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1,000,000
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1,000,000,000
purposes:
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all practical
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lg(X) <<
70
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260

1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000
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Kilobase
Megabase
Gigabase For

Zettabase

240

Complexity Analysis
How long will the algorithm take when run on inputs of different sizes:
• If it takes X seconds to process 1000 items, how long will it take to
process twice as many (2000 items) or ten times as many (10,000 items)?
•

Generally looking for an order of magnitude estimate:
• Constant time O(1):
• It takes the same amount of time to do it for 1 or for 1
million items
• Example: Getting a value from any position in an array
• Linear time O(n):
• If you double the number of elements it will take twice as
long
• Example: scanning a linked list
• Logarithmic time O(lg(n)):
• Doubling the number of elements only makes it a tiny bit
harder because the total number of steps is log(N)
• Example: Finding the nearest Pokemon stop using a k-d tree

Also very important for space characterization:
• Sometimes doubling the number of elements will more than double the
amount of space needed

Find Max: Linear Search (1)
import java.text.NumberFormat;
public class ArrayFind {
final static int MAXINT

= 100000000;

// return the biggest int in the array
public static int findMaximum(int [] myarray){
…
}
public static void main(String[] args) {
if (args.length == 0) {
System.out.println("USAGE: ArrayFind <array size>");
return;
}
int arraysize = Integer.parseInt(args[0]);
System.out.println("Scanning the array of size: ” +
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(arraysize));
int [] myarray = new int[arraysize];
// initialize with random valuas
for (int i = 0; i < myarray.length; i++) {
int random = (int)(Math.random() * MAXINT);
myarray[i] = random;
}
long startTime = System.nanoTime();

Find Max: Linear Search (2)
...
int [] myarray = new int[arraysize];
// initialize with random valuas
for (int i = 0; i < myarray.length; i++) {
int random = (int)(Math.random() * MAXINT);
myarray[i] = random;
}
long startTime = System.nanoTime();
int max = findMaximum(myarray);
long endTime = System.nanoTime();
long duration = endTime - startTime;
System.out.println("The max is: " + max);
System.out.println("Search took: " +
NumberFormat.getInstance().format(duration) + " nanoseconds");
}
}

FindMax Analysis
public static int findMaximum(int [] myarray) {
int max = myarray[0];
for (int i = 1; i < myarray.length; i++) {
if (myarray[i] > max) {
max = myarray[i];
}
}
return max;
}
$ java ArrayFind 10000000
Scanning the array of size: 10,000,000
The max is: 99999989
Search took: 11,666,963 nanoseconds

$ java ArrayFind 100000000
Scanning the array of size: 100,000,000
The max is: 99999999
Search took: 71,270,945 nanoseconds

Why isnt ArrayFind 100M exactly 10 times longer than ArrayFind 10M?

FindMax Analysis
public static int findMaximum(int [] myarray) {
int max = myarray[0];
for (int i = 1; i < myarray.length; i++) {
if (myarray[i] > max) {
max = myarray[i];
}
}
return max;
}

How many comparisons are done?
i < myarray.length
myarray[i] > max
C(n) = 2n

n
n

How many assignments are done (worst case)?
max = myarray[0]
for i =1; i < myarray.length; i++
val = myarray[i]
max = myarray[i]
A(n) = 1+ n + 2(n-1) = 3n-1

1
n
n-1
n-1

FindMax Analysis
public static int findMaximum(int [] myarray) {
int max = myarray[0];
for (int i = 1; i < myarray.length; i++) {
if (myarray[i] > max) {
max = myarray[i];
}
}
return max;
}

What is the total amount of work done?
T(n) = C(n) + A(n) = (2n) + (3n – 1) = 5n-1
Should we worry about the “-1”?
Nah, for sufficiently large inputs will make a tiny difference
Should we worry about the 5n?
Nah, the runtime is linearly proportional to the length of the array

Big-O Notation
•

Formally, algorithms that run in O(X) time means that the total
number of steps (comparisons and assignments) is a polynomial
whose largest term is X, aka asymptotic behavior
• f(x)
O(g(x)) if there exists c > 0 (e.g., c = 1) and x0 (e.g., x0 =
5) such that f(x) ≤ cg(x) whenever x ≥ x0
• T(n) = 33
=> O(1)
• T(n) = 5n-2
=> O(n)
• T(n) = 37n2 + 16n – 8
=> O(n2)
• T(n) = 99n3 + 12n2 + 70000n + 2
=> O(n3)
• T(n) = 127n log (n) + log(n) + 16
=> O(n lg n)
• T(n) = 33 log (n) + 8
=> O(lg n)
• T(n) = 900*2n + 12n2 + 33n + 54
=> O(2n)

•

Informally, you can read Big-O(X) as “On the order of X”
• O(1) => On the order of constant time
• O(n) => On the order of linear time
• O(n2) => On the order of quadratic time
• O(n3) => On the order of cubic time
• O(lg n) => On the order of logarithmic time
• O(n lg n) => On the order of n log n time
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A quadratic function isnt necessarily larger than a linear function for all
possible inputs, but eventually will be
That largest term defines the Big-O complexity

Growth of functions

http://bigocheatsheet.com/

Next Steps
1.

Reflect on the magic and power of JUnit and Big-O notation

2.

Check out Assignment 3: Due Sunday Sept 25 @ 10:00 pm

Welcome to CS 600.226
http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~cs226/

Questions?

